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Abstract: The initial allocation of tradable carbon emission allowances is among the most
contentious issues in developing an emission trading scheme (ETS). China faces serious dilemmas
of system complexity and information incompleteness and asymmetry in allocating carbon
allowance among enterprises. As one of the pilot ETS regions, Shenzhen has launched the first
regional cap-and-trade ETS (SZ ETS) in China. Adhering to the overall plan and classification
analysis, SZ ETS intends to solve the aforementioned dilemmas by developing innovative
allowance allocation policies. A fundamental principle is to allocate allowances based on carbon
intensity and actual output, according to which a two-step allocation procedure is constructed.
A competitive game mechanism is introduced for allowance allocation among manufacturing
enterprises. Empirical results indicate the following: (1) Carbon allowance allocation based on
carbon intensity and actual output can mitigate carbon emission growth by reducing CO2 emitted
per unit output, and, thus, buffer the shocks of unexpected economic fluctuations to ETS stability;
(2) Competitive game allocation may contribute to improving the use of scattered information to
enhance the efficiency of information and emission resource allocation. Exploring SZ ETS may
provide a reference for formulating future national carbon allowance allocation policies in China
and other developing regions.
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1. Introduction

China is the largest carbon emitter in the world [1]. It accounted for 28% of the global
energy-related carbon emissions in 2013 and 80% of the net global carbon emission increments
from 2008 to 2013 [2]. The Chinese government has committed to be a responsible developing
country by reducing its carbon emission intensity by 40%–45% in 2020 compared with that in
2005 [3]. It aims to realize this endeavor mainly through market-oriented policy instruments.
The National Twelfth Five-Year Plan (2011–2015) proposes the gradual establishment of a nationwide
cap-and-trade emission trading scheme (ETS). Subsequently, the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) of China appoints seven regional ETS pilots, namely, Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin,
Chongqing, Shenzhen, Guangzhou, and Hubei, to explore the correct path to establishing national
ETS in the country in the near future [4].
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One of the most important and contentious issues in constructing an ETS is the initial allocation
of tradable carbon emission allowances to enterprises or installations [5]. Although experiences
can be gained from existing ETSs, China still faces dire challenges in formulating its own carbon
allowance allocation policy. Compared with those of countries with developed economies, the rapid
and precarious economic growth, industrial structure transformation, and consumption level update
of China pose two significant dilemmas on its carbon allowance allocation: system complexity and
information incompleteness and asymmetry. These dilemmas are particularly critical in establishing
the pilot ETS in Shenzhen, which is the first special economic zone and one of the four largest cities
in China. Therefore, this study selects the ETS of Shenzhen (SZ ETS) as a case study to analyze its
exploration of carbon emission allowance allocation.

SZ ETS is the first regional cap-and-trade scheme in China [6]. It was initiated on 18 June 2013
and completed its first compliance year with 99.4% of enterprises fulfilling their carbon emission
compliance obligation until 30 June 2014 [7]. SZ ETS presents a general concept of “overall plan and
classification analysis” to solve the policy dilemma of system complexity. On the one hand, a set of
unified allocation principle and procedure is formulated for all the regulated enterprises, namely, a
principle to allocate allowances based on carbon intensity constraint and actual output as well as a
two-step procedure composed of prior pre-allocation and ex post confirmed allocation. On the other
hand, three types of allocation mechanisms are specified for the standardized product enterprises,
large-scale group manufacturing enterprises, and other average manufacturing enterprises according
to their classification features. Furthermore, SZ ETS innovatively applies the theory of bounded
rationality evolutionary game to guide the pre-allocation of carbon allowances among average
manufacturing enterprises, and, thus, addresses the policy dilemma of information incompleteness
and asymmetry. A competitive game allocation mechanism is developed and practiced in SZ
ETS, which encourages regulated enterprises to participate in allocation discussions. Hence, using
scattered information is improved to mitigate information asymmetry between the government and
enterprises as well as to reduce the information incompleteness of both parties. Consequently,
the combination of bounded rationality evolutionary game and competitive free allocation may
contribute to the literature by providing a fresh idea to improve the information efficiency of initial
carbon allowance allocation, particularly in the infancy phase of ETS development. From the
perspective of practice, the set of innovative allowance allocation policies explored by SZ ETS may
provide a reference for establishing future national allowance allocation policies in China and other
developing regions or countries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of
the existing practice in carbon allowance allocation policies, and then the dilemmas of China are
described through comparative analyses of policy backgrounds. Section 3 introduces the case study of
SZ ETS and its exploration of the general allocation policy framework. Section 4 further expounds the
allocation policy innovations introduced by SZ ETS. Then, Section 5 discusses the empirical results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and provides some outlooks.

2. Dilemma in the Carbon Allowance Allocation Policy Making of China

2.1. Overview of the Existing Carbon Allowance Allocation Policies

If property right is clear and transaction cost is zero, it is argued that the initial allocation
of resource does not affect its final distribution [8,9]. However, in reality, the assumption of zero
transaction cost is always untenable and the effect of income distribution does actually influence
resource trading to some extent [10,11]. Therefore, the formulation of initial carbon allowance
allocation policy not only affects the efficiency of scarce emission resource allocation, but has
significant impacts on certain important aspects of fairness, carbon market efficiency and social
welfare [12–15]. To conduct a sound initial allowance allocation can help to improve the efficiency of
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emission resource final distribution and welfare effects [16]. Then the follow-on problem is how to
develop the reasonable and effective carbon allowance allocation policy.

The Europe Union emission trading scheme (EU ETS) is by far the largest cap-and-trade ETS
around the world. It covers the power and heat generation sectors, selected energy-intensive
industrial sectors and aviation sector [17–19]. The EU ETS is implemented in three consecutive
periods, during which carbon allowance allocation policies correspondingly change. In the first
(2005–2007) and second (2008–2012) phases, more than 90% of allowances are allocated for free
and mainly by grandfathering [20]. It is suggested that free allocation has the advantages of
mitigating political resistance from carbon-intensive industries and being easy to implement in the
initial phase of an ETS [21]. Besides, the grandfathering mechanism based on historical baseline
emissions can underpin the inter-temporal consistency [5] and deliver incentives for regulated
emission installations to report their historical data [22]. However, the above allocation policy
presents two big flaws of “allowance oversupply” and “windfall profit” during 2005–2012, and is
questioned about the issues of unfairness and investment distortion [23,24]. Based on the previous
experience and data accumulation, the EU-ETS moves to the allocation policy dominant by auction
and benchmarking in the third period (2013–2020). Except for the sectors with high carbon leakage
exposure [19], the proportion of auction is significantly increased to avoid rent-seeking and improve
allocation efficiency and fairness [25,26]. Moreover, the benchmarking is widely applied to issue free
allowances, which is based on the EU-wide harmonized product emission benchmarks and historical
baseline outputs. As each product is assigned an equal amount of allowances, the benchmarking
allocation effectively reduces the competitive distortion existing in the previous stages. However, the
mechanism is highly dependent on high quality data, and has problem to be applied in the sectors
with heterogeneity products [27,28].

The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is the first cap-and-trade ETS operated in the
United States [29]. It starts to run in 2009 and only covers the electricity sector. As the risk of carbon
leakage is very low for the electricity sector, approximately 90% of carbon allowances are issued
through quarterly regional auctions in the RGGI covered states [30]. The California cap-and-trade
program (California ETS) is the second mandatory carbon trading scheme in the country. It launches
in 2013 and regulates GHG emissions from the electricity generating and importing sectors, other
energy supply sectors, and energy-intensive industrial sectors [31]. Considering the extensive
sectoral coverage, the policies of allowance allocation are specifically formulated for different sector
classifications. For the sectors of electricity generating and importing, the majority of allowances
are allotted by auction. However, for the industrial sectors highly exposed to external competition,
allowance allocation is mainly free of charge in order to reduce carbon leakage [32]. In addition,
the amount of free allowance issued to eligible industrial entities is calculated by the benchmarking
mechanism based on the historical baseline output, product emission benchmark and assistance
factor specified for each industrial activity.

The New Zealand emission trading scheme (NZ ETS) is the first economy-wide mandatory
ETS which starts from 2010. It covers GHG emissions from the sectors of electricity production,
industrial process, transport fuel, forestry, agriculture, synthetic gas and waste [33]. Under the
scheme, the initial allowance allocation among covered emitters are entirely free of charge without
any auction in the short term. It should be noted, however, that the mechanisms of free allocation
vary by sectors [34,35]. The free allocation of carbon allowances to the fishing sector is conducted
by grandfathering while that to the pre-1990 forestry sector is performed by benchmarking. As to
the emissions-intensive industries sectors and agriculture sector, the free allocation is based on an
output-intensity mechanism, which calculates the number of free allowances issued to an enterprise
by multiplying its real product output with the average carbon emission intensity per unit output of
the sector it belongs to.

The Tokyo emission trading scheme (Tokyo ETS) is the first cap-and-trade ETS operated in
Japan. As a metropolitan-level scheme, it regulates not only the direct CO2 emissions from fossil
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fuel consumptions, but also the energy indirect CO2 emissions caused by using electricity and heat
power [36]. As a result, about 1400 factories, offices and commercial buildings scattered across various
sectors are incorporated into the Tokyo ETS’s regulation, which significantly increases the complexity
and difficulty to make initial carbon allowance allocation. In spite of this extensive sector coverage,
the government of Tokyo metropolitan formulates one relatively simple and uniform allowance
allocation policy so as to improve the ETS’s acceptability and operability. At first, all the allowances
are freely issued to the covered industrial installations and buildings. Secondly, the government sets
the unified carbon emission compliance factor for each class of regulated emitter, respectively being
6% for factories and buildings that implement regional central heating and cooling and 8% for the rest
buildings. Finally, the number of free allowances received by a covered entity is determined by its
highest 3-year average carbon emissions during 2002–2007 and its carbon emission compliance factor
set by the government.

Judging from the above overview, it is easy to find that the formulation of allowance allocation
policy is highly related with the ETS’s characteristics and needs to be continuously optimized
with the ETS’s development. Several experiences can be summarized from these existing ETSs’
practice: (1) Free allocation is widely applied in the initial stage of an ETS and is gradually replaced
by auction; (2) If the ETS has a complex and diversified coverage, carbon allowance allocation
mechanisms may vary by sectors; (3) Grandfathering allocation based on historical emissions and
benchmarking allocation based on historical product outputs are two main approaches to issue free
carbon allowances, and the later one has been increasingly applied in practice.

2.2. Dilemma in the Carbon Allowance Allocation Policy Making of China

A comparative analysis of policy backgrounds must be conducted when the existing policy
experience is used for reference. All the aforementioned allocation policies are formulated and
implemented by developed economies, which have established mature market economy systems.
For example, the European Union ETS (EU ETS) targets only sectors with large-scale direct emissions
because carbon costs can be effectively passed by price signals to curb energy indirect emissions from
consumers. However, the socialist market economy system in China remains in its development
and perfecting processes, and its price mechanism does not function efficiently in some fields.
Meanwhile, the statistics of China National Energy Bureau indicates that electricity consumption
and related indirect carbon emissions from the manufacturing sectors exhibit vigorous growth in
China. The indirect carbon emissions from energy-guzzling manufacturing industries should also be
considered and should be regulated by the future national ETS of China to mitigate the rapid growth
of consumption-driven emissions. Thus, the simultaneous regulations of both direct and indirect
emissions may provide the ETS of China with an extensive sector coverage, and, thus, increase the
system complexity of the initial allowance allocation.

Moreover, the relatively steady economic growth and industrial structure of developed
economies make their policy choices reasonable to allocate free allowances based on historical
data. By contrast, China is currently under the stages of rapid industrialization and urbanization
as well as industrial structural transformation. The erratic growth of emission gross and the
dynamic change of emission structure make extrapolating future development from historical data
risky for China. The current salient features of China do not only question the applicability
of grandfathering and benchmarking mechanisms but also pose a considerable challenge in
exploring a development-oriented allocation policy. Thus, additional information on future output,
emission, emission reduction potential and cost is required to reduce the uncertainty of the carbon
allowance allocation of China. In the field of future development, the problem of information
incompleteness and asymmetry becomes extremely prominent during the allocation process. On the
one hand, obtaining sufficient information to make accurate judgments regarding future development
trajectories (information incompleteness) is unrealistic for both the government and enterprises.
On the other hand, prevailing information gaps also exist between the government and enterprises
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(information asymmetry). The government is obviously at the inferior position in terms of
information because enterprises master private information on their own development plans and
carbon emission reduction potentials. Critically, incomplete and asymmetric information increases
the tendency for the phenomena of “regulation capture” and “the squeaking wheel gets the oil” to
appear during carbon allowance allocation.

In summary, China faces two dilemmas in formulating carbon allowance allocation policies:
system complexity and information incompleteness and asymmetry. With regard to the former
dilemma, the experiences in the California ETS and the NZ ETS indicate that system complexity
can be effectively reduced by setting a series of allocation policies specified by sectors. However, the
second dilemma has long plagued existing ETSs and has yet to be resolved effectively. For example,
EU ETS has been suffering from the crisis of “allowance oversupply” and “windfall profit.”
Given that additional information on future development is introduced, the dilemma eventually
becomes increasingly prominent in the allowance allocation of China. In this context, certain
innovative allocation policies must be explored to address the issue of information incompleteness
and asymmetry effectively.

2.3. Literature Review on Resource Allocation under Incomplete and Asymmetric Information

The problem of information incompleteness and asymmetry is widely discussed in information
economics and game theory. Information incompleteness refers to the phenomenon in which the
economic agent (or player) does not master sufficient information to make an accurate judgment or
decision. This phenomenon is common in reality and is primarily caused by the objective uncertainty
of the environment and related variables, as well as the limited knowledge and cognitive ability of the
economic agent [37,38]. Information asymmetry is a special situation of information incompleteness
that denotes that information is not only incomplete but also asymmetrically distributed among
economic agents. Therefore, asymmetrical information is absolutely incomplete information, whereas
the reverse may not be true. Moreover, information asymmetry pays significant attention to
the case in which one party has more or better information than others to explore the possible
influences of information difference and the related power imbalance among bilateral or multiple
participants. The problem of information incompleteness and asymmetry is a considerable challenge
in realizing efficient resource allocation because this problem may cause decision-making mistakes
and market failures, such as inefficient investment, excess supply, adverse selection, and moral
hazard. Therefore, many researchers have exerted efforts to explore methods that can effectively solve
the aforementioned problem, such as signaling and screening [39], information revelation [40,41],
transparency improvement [42,43], incentive [44], repeated game and reputation [45,46], and dynamic
renegotiation [47]. As discussed earlier, carbon allowance allocation suffers from incomplete and
asymmetric information. Neither the government nor covered enterprises has mastered complete
information to make an accurate prediction. Collecting sufficient information about the future
output, emission, and emission reduction potential of all the covered enterprises is extremely
difficult for the government. Gaining sufficient information about other enterprises or even its own
future development is also unrealistic for a covered enterprise because of various uncertainties.
Moreover, an obvious information asymmetry exists between the government and enterprises.
Given that enterprises have private information about their own development, the government is
under the position of information inferiority.

In this context, the application of auction in carbon allowance allocation must be
enhanced [25,30]. Carbon allowance auction is a game between enterprises and the government,
as well as among enterprises themselves. Enterprises compete with one another under this situation
to bid for a certain quantity of allowances, whereas the government sets auction rules and issues
allowances to enterprises with the highest bidding price. In theory, the bidding curve submitted by
a regulated enterprise should be equal to its marginal abatement cost curve to realize the expected
profit maximization. Therefore, an auction reveals the private information and true preference of
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enterprises to a certain extent, which contributes to the alleviation of information incompleteness
and asymmetry. In recent years, the information efficiencies and allocative effects of various
carbon allowance auction formats have been examined in numerous studies. Auction arguably
performs better than free allocation because the former allocates allowances to enterprises with the
strongest demands, avoids unfairness related to “windfall profit” [23], and reduces rent-seeking
and investment distortion [24–26]. Auction is also expected to bring in a “double dividend,” given
that auction revenue can be used to finance climate change mitigation actions and reduce relevant
tax distortions [48]. However, as a mechanism of paid distribution, auction may significantly
increase the emission compliance costs of covered enterprises and may cause considerable declines
in outputs and profits, which make it difficult to implement; hence, strong resistance may be
demonstrated by carbon-intensive industries. Auction may also lead to evident competitiveness
losses of foreign trade industries and high carbon leakage risks [32,49]. In addition, auction
performance may even be inferior to free allocation performance when market power or collusion
exists [50]. As discussed in Section 2.2, the ETS of China will be established in a developing
economy with an immature market economy system and certain regulated price regimes. It may
also cover energy-guzzling manufacturing industries, most of which are highly exposed to external
competitions. Therefore, auction is not considered an appropriate allocation choice in the initial
development stage of the ETS of China.

However, auction certainly provides an important explanation, that is, game theory can also
offer guidance to improve the information efficiency of free allocation. An approximate combination
of game theory and free allowance allocation should be explored to address the dilemma of
incomplete and asymmetric information. Game theory focuses on phenomena with competitive
nature and rational behavior, and the early literature on this theory generally assumes that “all
participants know; all participants know that all participants know; all participants know that
all participants know that all participants know”. Nash and other scholars have discussed the
game equilibrium under an absolute rationality framework. However, incomplete or asymmetric
information and bounded rationality are inevitable in the reality of game because of objective
environment uncertainty and the cognitive constraint of players [38,45,51–53]. Hence, theory of
bounded rationality evolutionary game begins to gain attention. The theory holds that bounded
rational players generally cannot determine the optimum strategies at the beginning of a game.
However, they can continuously adjust strategies on the margin through ongoing imitations, trials,
and learning to improve their own benefits during the game process. Moreover, the dynamic of
evolutionary game gradually replaces slightly satisfactory situations with significantly satisfactory
situations, and a stable equilibrium is eventually achieved [54–57]. The theory does not only examine
the effects and interplays among bounded rational enterprises but also function efficiently in solving
the information failure problem and in simulating the dynamic learning process, which makes this
theory extremely close to reality [58]. Therefore, the theory of bounded rationality evolutionary game
provides an ideal instrument to investigate the resource allocation issue among bounded rational
individuals with incomplete and asymmetric information. This theory was originally applied to
guide water resource allocation among multi-interest bodies in an integrated river basin [59–61].
Moreover, a bounded rational dynamic game model between land developers and inspectors is
built to analyze the decision-making process for land hoarding [62]. An evolutionary incomplete
information game is also used to guide the formulation of subsidy policies by modeling the
relationships of stakeholders in a green supply chain [63,64]. Furthermore, the theory is applied
to study auction allocation. Traditional bidding models may possibly fail to reflect the process
during which bidders observed and learned from other bidders; however, evolutionary game-based
models have potential in dynamically and retrospectively simulating bidding strategies [65]. On this
account, an imperfect information evolutionary game is developed to discuss bidding strategies in the
electricity market with price elastic demands [66]. In recent years, the theory has begun to be applied
in an international climate change negotiation and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission mitigation burden
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sharing [67–69]. The essence of global climate game is that every country attempts to obtain as
much as possible in allocating global future energies, resources, and GHG emission spaces [70].
Hence, cooperation and negotiation among countries/regions are proposed as the only solution to
the challenge of global climate change [71,72].

In summary, the theory of bounded rationality evolutionary game provides an appropriate
theoretical foundation to guide the design of a free allowance allocation policy that can effectively
address the problem of information incompleteness and asymmetry. Under the guidance of
this theory, a government-led free allocation can be switched to a game-based free allocation
among enterprises themselves to help the government dispense with its inferior position in
information. Regulated enterprises should also be actively encouraged to participate in allocation
discussions through well-established information transmission and sharing channel as well as
through the learning and strategy adjustment mechanism, so as to enhance the information
efficiency of free carbon allowance allocation by improving the use of the private information of
decentralized enterprises.

3. Shenzhen’s Exploration to Formulate Carbon Allowance Allocation Policy

3.1. Case Study

Shenzhen is located in the southeast coastland of China, across the border from Hong Kong.
As the first special economic zone in the country, Shenzhen has achieved impressive economic
growth during the last three decades and has become the fourth largest city in China. At present,
the city is at the critical transitional stage of the industrialization and urbanization processes and
is facing a series of typical problems to mitigate urban carbon emissions. As a “policy petri dish”,
Shenzhen is authorized as one of the ETS pilot regions to explore an appropriate path to establish a
national ETS of China.

Carbon emissions in Shenzhen have increased rapidly from 2005 to 2010 with an average annual
growth rate of 4.9% [73]. In the trend, the growth of indirect carbon emissions is particularly
evident because of the soaring energy consumption demands from the manufacturing, commercial,
and residential sectors. Given the unified electricity price setting mastered by the state and the
immature market system in China, abating consumption-driven carbon emissions through the price
transmission mechanism will be extremely difficult for Shenzhen. Hence, some measures must
be introduced to control demand-side carbon emissions directly. Therefore, SZ ETS incorporates
energy indirect emissions into its coverage to regulate both direct carbon emissions from fossil fuel
combustion and indirect carbon emissions caused by electricity and heat consumption. The following
sections imply that the carbon emissions of an enterprise contain both direct and indirect carbon
emissions (as well as carbon intensity). As an urban-level “cap-and-trade” scheme, SZ ETS only
covers enterprises located within the administrative region of Shenzhen, in which an inclusion
threshold of 3000 t CO2-e/year is set. During the pilot period of 2013-2015, the scheme covers
635 medium and large emitters scattered across all sorts of industries. The carbon emissions of
these enterprises account for nearly 39% of total urban emissions. The synchronous regulation of
direct-indirect emission and the extensive sector coverage have significantly increased the complexity
of allowance allocation under SZ ETS. First, the design of the allocation policy must carefully
address the possible cross effects between direct and indirect emissions to avoid double accounting.
Second, the characteristics of carbon emission and production activity dramatically vary across the
covered sectors. Some sectors are dominated by direct emissions, whereas others are dominated
by indirect emissions; some sectors yield standardized products, whereas others make diversified
products; some sectors depend on a government pricing system or on monopoly producers, whereas
others fully compete. Thus, policymakers should fully consider the features of various sectors.
Third, formulating a suitable allocation mechanism for manufacturing sectors and enterprises is also
a considerable challenge without an experience or case for reference.
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In addition, the economic development of Shenzhen is characterized by continuous industrial
structure optimization and upgrade. The city has initially formed an industrial pattern dominated
by the industry and tertiary industry. However, the internal structure of the industry section of
Shenzhen remains under a process of dynamic change, during which heavy manufacturing industries
are increasingly replaced by light manufacturing industries. The outputs of light manufacturing
industries are more unstable, and consequently, more difficult to predict than those of heavy
manufacturing industries. The carbon emissions of Shenzhen, along with this economic trend,
present a rapid but fluctuating growth and a dynamic structure change [74,75]. The average
annual growth rate of direct emissions from 2005 to 2010 is 1.3%, whereas that of indirect
emissions is 16.1% [73]. The emission shares of energy production industries decrease, whereas
those of manufacturing industries increase. Carbon emission changes have become increasingly
uncertain at the manufacturing subsector level and at the enterprise level, which leads to highly
unpredictable business-as-usual (BAU) emissions. Obtaining the private information mastered by
manufacturing enterprises regarding their own development plans and emission reduction potential
is also unrealistic for the government. Thus, information on future output, emission, and emission
reduction potential is seriously incomplete and asymmetrically distributed between the government
and regulated enterprises in Shenzhen.

In summary, the allowance allocation of SZ ETS faces the representative issues that must be
carefully addressed during the development of the prospective national ETS of China. Therefore, SZ
ETS is selected as the case study.

3.2. Shenzhen’s Exploration to Formulate Carbon Allowance Allocation Policy

Learning experience from existing ETSs, the SZ ETS decides to issue more than 90% of its
carbon allowances for free during the 2013-2015 pilot period [76]. The exploration of the free
carbon allowance allocation of the scheme is based on the general principle of the overall plan and
classification analysis, of which the policy framework can be illustrated in Figure 1.

First, a fundamental principle is formulated to allocate carbon allowance based on carbon
emission intensity and actual output [76]. The synchronous regulation of both direct and indirect
emissions is generally disputed for the possibility of double accounting, given that declines in
power consumption may reduce power production, and consequently, the corresponding abatements
of carbon emission. Under this principle, the number of allowances issued to power generation
enterprises is based on their actual outputs, which avoids “windfall profits” caused by power
production cuts and mitigates cross effects between direct and indirect emissions. Moreover, neither
the government nor covered enterprises can master complete information to make an entirely
accurate prediction on uncertain future development. Therefore, implementing the aforementioned
principle also helps buffer the shocks of unexpected output fluctuations to the stability of ETS.
A two-step allocation procedure is established accordingly, which consists of “prior pre-allocation”
and “ex post confirmed allocation”. Before commencing with the compliance period, carbon
allowances are pre-allocated for all three compliance years. The main objective of this step
is to set the target carbon intensities of covered enterprises and then combine them with the
expected output information to determine the pre-allocation of the exogenous fixed emission cap.
The pre-allocated allowances are issued annually to regulated enterprises and can be used for
market trading. For example, the pre-allocated tradable allowances for t year are issued to an
enterprise on 28 February, t year. SZ ETS introduces an innovative post-adjustment mechanism
to conduct confirmed allocation. The number of adjusted allowances of an enterprise is calculated
through its unchangeable target carbon intensity set by the pre-allocation step and the gap between
its expected and actual outputs. SZ ETS requires regulated enterprises to conduct the processes of
monitoring, reporting, and verifying annual economic outputs and to submit output verification
reports, which ensure the authenticity and reliability of the actual output data. For example, the
pre-allocated allowances of an enterprise for t year are deducted or augmented according to the
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difference between its annual projected outputs and the actual outputs listed in the output verification
report. Thus, the confirmed allowances for t year is finally determined through the given annual
target carbon intensity and the actual annual output on 31 May, t + 1 year. The post-adjustment
mechanism also sets a constraint condition in which the overall cap on the annual post-confirmed
allowances from all covered enterprises cannot exceed the ceiling of the exogenous fixed cap set
during pre-allocation. This observation has two implications: (1) When the ceiling is not exceeded,
the cap on post-confirmed allowances dynamically changes with the actual outputs, and the net
deductions of the pre-allocated allowances are cancelled by the competent department. (2) Once
the ceiling is exceeded, the cap on the post-confirmed allowances is reduced to the fixed cap by
multiplying the confirmed allowances of each enterprise by a unified deflating factor. After the
adjustment, the enterprises can surrender their confirmed allowances for carbon emission compliance
for t year, and the enterprises that hold surplus allowances can sell or bank them for future
use [74]. In summary, pre-allocation decomposes the exogenous fixed cap into tradable allowances
for trading during the compliance year. The target carbon intensities of covered enterprises are
formulated, which further affects the final allocations of these enterprises and ensures the realization
of carbon intensity reduction targets. Moreover, the confirmed allocation dynamically adjusts the
post-confirmed allowances of every enterprise, and consequently, their integrated cap to reduce the
risk of allowance oversupply and guarantee that the post-confirmed emission cap will not exceed the
fixed emission cap set during pre-allocation.
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Second, three kinds of pre-allocation policies are specified for standardized product enterprises,
large-scale group manufacturing enterprises, and other average manufacturing enterprises according
to their classification characteristics. The classification of standardized product enterprises refers to
the enterprises in the sectors of power generation, water purification and supply, gas distribution,
and glass production, and 14 enterprises are covered in total. For these sectors, carbon intensity is set
as the amount of CO2 emitted per unit product. The relatively clear information on future output and
emission reduction potential results in allocating the allowances of standardized product enterprises
through a government-led method, which is detailed in Section 4.1. However, standardizing products
is impractical for manufacturing enterprises, of which the carbon intensity is set as the amount
of CO2 emitted from per unit industrial added value. In the manufacturing sector, the allocation
policies remain varied according to large-scale group enterprises and other average enterprises.
Four large-scale group manufacturing enterprises are covered by SZ ETS. These enterprises occupy
over 60% of urban industrial added values and have 19 interlinking subsidiaries. A negotiation-based
allocation policy is applied to issue allowances directly to these groups mainly for two reasons.
First, the government has relatively sufficient information and influence in the one-to-one negotiation
with the regulated group. Second, group-based allocation helps avoid emission leakage across their
subsidiaries. The detailed policy design is presented in Section 4.2.

A serious problem of information incompleteness and asymmetry exists in the remaining
602 average manufacturing enterprises, and the government is under the position of
information inferiority, which indicates that government-led allocation cannot function efficiently.
Therefore, pre-allocating carbon allowances among average manufacturing enterprises must
introduce information on the effective allocation mechanism. The theory of bounded rationality
evolutionary game provides an important instrument to investigate the issue of resource allocation
with incomplete and asymmetric information. SZ ETS develops a competitive game allocation
mechanism to issue carbon allowances to average manufacturing enterprises by adopting this
theory for guidance. These carbon allowances encourage enterprises to participate in the allocation
discussion process, and, thus, improve the use of dispersed information to enhance the information
efficiency of allowance allocation. The innovative competitive game allocation mechanism is
discussed in detail in Section 4.3.

4. Carbon Allowance Allocation Method for SZ ETS

4.1. Standardized Product Enterprises

For the standardized products enterprises, the number of annual carbon allowances (Ei—tons)
is determined by four factors: historical carbon emission, annual output growth rate, emission
reduction potential and early mitigation action, and can be calculated by Equation (1):

Ei “ Ei,0 ˆ p1` γiq ˆ p1´ αiq ` Ei,r ˆ βi (1)

The historical carbon emissions during 2009–2011 are verified by the independent third-party
verification agencies, the average value of which is selected as the baseline emission (Ei,0—tons) of
each regulated enterprise. Emission reduction potential factor (αi—%/year) largely represents the
requirement of carbon intensity reduction. For each standardized-product sector, the average carbon
intensity of the top 10% enterprises inside a sector is set as the reference value of sectoral advanced
emission level. Then, the emission reduction potential factor of an enterprise is proportional to
the gap between its own baseline carbon intensity and the sectoral reference value. The higher the
baseline carbon intensity of an enterprise is than the reference value, the larger its emission reduction
potential factor is, which means the enterprise should make greater efforts to reduce its carbon
intensity. The expected annual growth rate (γi—%/year) of product output is determined through
questionnaire surveys to related experts and government officers, respectively being set as 1%, 1%,
10% and 10% for the power generation enterprise, water purification and supply enterprise, gas
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distribution enterprise and glass production enterprise. Besides, the early mitigation action carried
out by an enterprise is also considered in the allocation process. If applying for early mitigation
action awards, an enterprise needs to employ a third-party verification agency to verify its carbon
emission reductions (Er,i—tons), during which the certification methodology applied is similar to the
United Nation Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). After that, the certificated amount of early
emission reductions is multiplied by an adjustment factor (βi) to calculate the allowance award of
early mitigation action. For the first stage of Shenzhen ETS, βi is set to be 0.5 for all standardized
product enterprises.

4.2. Large-Scale Group Manufacturing Enterprises

For the large-scale group manufacturing enterprises, carbon allowances are allocated by
one-to-one negotiation between the government and the covered group. The allocation is conducted
at the group level, which means that the government only determines the total number of carbon
allowances issued to the whole group. Then, as the group has more sufficient information on its own
subsidiaries and their linkages, it is entitled to decide how to distribute the given allowances inside
the group. The amount of annual carbon allowances (Ei) available to a large-scale manufacturing
group is computed by its expected annual industrial added value (Vi), historical baseline carbon
intensity (γi,0) and carbon intensity reduction target (ηi), which can be expressed as Equation (2):

Ei “ Vi ˆ γi,0 ˆ p1´ ηiq (2)

The method of series extrapolation is used to obtain the preliminary range of the expected
industrial added value of a manufacturing group. Then, the extrapolating economic growth trend
is combined with site survey and market analysis to eventually determine the expected annual
industrial added value. The historical baseline carbon intensity of a group is set as the minimum
of its carbon intensities during the baseline period of 2009–2011. The formulation of carbon intensity
reduction target is the core of allowance negotiation allocation. On the one hand, the government
puts forward a “top-down” carbon intensity reduction requirement based on the professional
investigation on the group’s emission reduction potential and cost. On the other hand, the group
submits its carbon emission demands for creating unit industrial added value creation in its own
interests. The “top-down” emission reduction requirement and the “down-top” emission demand
are discussed in rounds of negotiation between the government and the manufacturing group
delegates. Finally, the mutually agreed trade-off reached by multiple negotiations is set as the carbon
intensity reduction target of the manufacturing group.

4.3. Average Manufacturing Enterprises

The bounded rationality evolutionary game provides an important instrument by which all
the behaviors, strategies, and interactions of bounded rational individuals with incomplete and
asymmetric information can be studied within a unified framework. In reality, participants with
bounded rationality cannot determine the optimum strategies during the first time; however, they
can continuously adjust their strategies by trying and learning to enhance their benefits during the
process of a multi-round evolutionary game. A steady equilibrium can be eventually realized in
the dynamics of an evolutionary game, under which any individual player is reluctant to change its
strategy unilaterally. Thus, SZ ETS applies the theory of bounded rationality evolutionary game
as a guide to developing a competitive game allocation mechanism for average manufacturing
enterprises. The detailed mechanism designs are elucidated in the following paragraphs, including
the game rules, information transmission and sharing, the game subjects, equilibrium, and the
experimental framework.
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4.3.1. Design of Game Rules

As the organizer of a competitive game allocation, the competent government department
classifies covered manufacturing enterprises into a series of game groups according to the industry
attributes and production scales of these enterprises. The cap on allowances available for
pre-allocation and the carbon intensity reduction target for each game group are also established.
Given that enterprises may strategically report expected industrial added values and carbon
emissions to obtain as many free allowances as possible, the design of game rules should ensure
the realization of the carbon emission and carbon intensity reduction targets of the government, and
simultaneously encourage enterprises to tell the truth about their expected carbon emissions and
outputs during the compliance period.

First, the collective restriction rule is established to coordinate individual and collective
rationality. From the perspective of collective interest, the competent department sets the upper limit
of the available allowances and carbon intensity benchmark for the game group. Moreover, collective
rationality aims to reward high-performance enterprises (HPEs) and punish low-performance
enterprises (LPEs) within the group. Thus, the Pareto optimality of collective rationality aims to
realize the carbon emission mitigation targets of the government while designating LPEs with more
emission mitigation responsibilities. As game players, enterprises submit their expected industrial
added values, carbon emissions, and carbon intensities for the coming compliance year to apply
for initial free allowances. However, the individual rationality of a regulated enterprise is to obtain
as many allowances as possible to maximize its interests. Therefore, the strategic behavior driven
by individual rationality may diverge from the Pareto optimality of collective rationality. The total
carbon emission demands submitted by regulated enterprises may overstep the cap set by the
government. Moreover, the carbon intensity calculated from the submitted total carbon emission
demands and the total added values may also exceed the carbon intensity benchmark. Therefore, a
constraint condition is introduced to associate the benefits of an individual enterprise with collective
rationality. In particular, if the submitted total carbon emission demands exceed the given cap or if
the submitted average carbon intensity is higher than the given carbon intensity benchmark, then the
number of allowances issued to every enterprise should be multiplied by a deduction coefficient to
satisfy collective restriction.

Second, the stimulus and punishment rule is critical in stabilizing the equilibrium of the game,
which also embodies the basic principles of allowance allocation. Most enterprises are motivated to
report a high number to receive high allowances. Therefore, the stimulus and punishment rule should
be formulated. An enterprise with a good carbon emission performance and a strong commitment to
carbon emission reduction is rewarded with a relatively low minimum carbon intensity reduction
requirement and an allowance payoff close to its reported carbon emission. An enterprise with
poor carbon emission performance and minimal or even negative contribution to carbon emission
reduction is punished with a relatively high minimum carbon intensity reduction requirement and
an allowance payoff less than its reported carbon emission. The reward and punishment mechanism
judges the reported data of an enterprise by comparing these data with the verified historical carbon
emission and output data of the enterprise, as well as with the reported data of the other enterprises in
the same group and with the carbon intensity benchmark of the group. The expected carbon emission
and the added value reported by an enterprise are considered reasonable if they satisfy the minimum
carbon intensity reduction requirement of an enterprise and if a better emission performance than
that of the average level of other enterprises in the group is achieved. Otherwise, data are considered
false reports, and the allowance payoff for the enterprise is reduced compared with its expected value.
A new round of the game is triggered by the deviations between actual and expected payoffs when
enterprises are rewarded for reasonable reports and punished for false strategic actions.

Under the aforementioned stimulus and punishment rule, an enterprise is motivated to tell the
truth about its expected carbon emissions and outputs within a compliance period. An enterprise
may receive a relatively strict carbon intensity reduction requirement when it makes a false report
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of high output, given that its reduction commitment can be compared with those of large-scale
enterprises. Moreover, the amount of pre-allocated allowances for an enterprise is eventually adjusted
according to its actual outputs at the end of the year. Pre-allocated allowances received through
a false report of high output are withdrawn to ensure that the implementation of an enterprise’s
carbon intensity reduction commitment is represented by its in-game promise. An enterprise is
directly punished in the game through an allowance payoff that is significantly less than its reported
emission and a relatively high intensity reduction requirement when it gives a false report on high
carbon emissions. An enterprise may be rewarded with allowances during game pre-allocation when
it makes a false commitment of large carbon intensity reduction. However, an allowance shortage
occurs if an enterprise fails to deliver its false promise of large carbon intensity reduction during the
compliance year. Thus, individual rationality is guided to reconcile with collective rationality, and
the evolutionary game gradually achieves equilibrium through enterprises’ continuous learning and
information sharing.

4.3.2. Information Transmission and Sharing

Information transmission and sharing is important in the knowledge accumulation, learning,
and strategic adjustment of the limited rational player in the dynamics of an evolutionary game.
Therefore, developing an effective mechanism for information communication is critical.

Prior to the start of the game, the competent department announces the following information
to all players: (1) the given fixed emission cap as well as the historical and target carbon emission
intensity benchmarks of the sector into which the regulated enterprise is classified; (2) the historical
carbon emission, output, and carbon intensity of the regulated enterprise during the baseline period,
as well as the minimum required carbon intensity reduction; and (3) the game rules, maximum
rounds of finite repeated games, and opportunities to learn the game.

During each round, dispersed information is collected from the players and then delivered
and shared among them. The competent department publishes the following information from the
players after each round of the game: (1) the expected total carbon emissions and the added values
reported by all the players, as well as the average carbon intensity derived from this group; (2) the
scatter diagram, which describes the distribution of carbon emission performance as displayed by
all the players in this round; (3) the allowance payoff specified for each player coupled with the
ranking of the player in terms of carbon intensity and carbon emission abatement in the round; and
(4) whether equilibrium is realized in the current round of game evolution.

The stable equilibrium of the evolutionary game eventually terminates the evolution process
of the enterprise-participated allocation, and the distribution of allowances among the enterprises
within the game group is determined. After the final round of the game, the players (enterprises)
are notified individually regarding the number of allowances issued to them during the compliance
period. Meanwhile, the gross number of carbon allowances allocated to the group is announced to
all the enterprises within the group, along with its average carbon emission intensities.

4.3.3. Game Agent and Equilibrium

(1) Enterprise heterogeneity and payoff matrix

Based on the heterogeneity hypothesis, enterprises are categorized into HPEs and LPEs in
terms of carbon factor productivity. The carbon factor productivity of an enterprise is denoted by
its historical carbon emission intensity, which is calculated from its verified carbon emissions and
industrial added values during the baseline period. The historical data used are generated from
a certified third party institution authorized by the competent department of SZ ETS to ensure
the accuracy of historical carbon emissions and industrial added values. The pure strategies of
enterprises are classified into two types: the strategy to maximize output benefit (MOB) and the
strategy to maximize allowance benefit (MAB). Under pure MOB strategy, an enterprise attempts
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to obtain allowances by telling the truth about its actual output contribution and emission demand.
Under pure MAB strategy, an enterprise attempts to obtain more allowance by submitting a large
number of emission demands. The payoff matrix of the carbon allowance allocation game can be
expressed as shown in Table 1. The probability of an HPE to apply pure MOB strategy is x, whereas
the probability of an HPE to adopt pure MAB strategy is 1 ´ x. The probability of an LPE to utilize
pure MOB strategy is equal to y, whereas the probability of an LPE to use pure MAB strategy is 1´ y.
Probability x can also be interpreted as the proportion of enterprises applying pure MOB strategy in
the HPE group, whereas y is interpreted as the proportion of enterprises applying pure MAB strategy
in the LPE group. However, an HPE and an LPE that apply the same strategy may receive different
payoffs because of heterogeneity. Parameters a – d represent the payoffs of the representative LPE
agent under various combinations of strategies by all the players, whereas parameters e–h denote
those of the representative HPE agent.

Table 1. Payoff matrix of the carbon allowance allocation game.

HPE (A)

MOB strategy of A1 (x) MAB strategy of A2 (1 ´ x)

LPE (B) MOB strategy of B1 (y) a, e c, g
MAB strategy of B2 (1 ´ y) b, f d, h

The payoff of a representative HPE (A) player for pure MOB strategy (A1) and pure MAB
strategy (A2) can be calculated using Equations (3) and (4), respectively, whereas the payoff for its
mixed strategy can be computed using Equation (5):

EpA1q “ ye` p1´ yq f (3)

EpA2q “ yg` p1´ yqh (4)

EpAq “ xrye` p1´ yq f s ` p1´ xqryg` p1´ yqhs (5)

Similarly, Equations (6)–(8) correspond to the payoffs of a representative LPE (B) player for pure
strategies B1 and B2, as well as its mixed strategy:

EpB1q “ xa` p1´ xqc (6)

EpB2q “ xb` p1´ xqd (7)

EpBq “ yrxa` p1´ xqcs ` p1´ yqrxb` p1´ xqds (8)

(2) Evolutionary stable strategy and game equilibrium

According to the game rules described earlier, the payoff of a player in each round is dependent
not only on its own strategy but also on the strategies used by the other players and on the emission
reduction target formulated by the competent government department. Therefore, enterprises cannot
easily apply their optimal strategies at the incipient stage or gain common knowledge of rationality.
However, an enterprise can enhance its cognition and rationality by continuously learning from
previous trials during the dynamic evolutionary game. Suppose that an enterprise adjusts its
probability in the t + 1 round to apply two pure strategies based on its payoffs in the past t rounds
of game, this study applies the replicator dynamics model to simulate the evolutionary game process
of enterprises [77]. If the average payoff of a particular pure strategy (MOB or MAB) is higher than
the average payoff of a hybrid strategy during the past t rounds of game, then an enterprise tends
to enhance the particular pure strategy in the coming rounds of the game. The adjustment speed is
directly proportional to the payoff gap between the pure strategy and the mixed strategy. The larger
the gap is, the faster the adjustment speed is in attaining the particular pure strategy. Equations (9)
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and (10) respectively present the differential equations for an HPE player to update its probability of
x and an LPE player to adjust its probability of y in the t round of game:

dx
dt
“ xrEpA1q ´ EpAqs (9)

dy
dt
“ yrEpB1q ´ EpBqs (10)

Then, the dynamic evolution functions of HPE and LPE players can be derived and expressed as
Equations (11) and (12):

dx
dt
“ xp1´ xqrpe´ f ´ g` hqy´ ph´ f qs (11)

dy
dt
“ yp1´ yqrpc´ dq ´ pb` c´ a´ dqxs (12)

According to vested interests and dynamic evolution functions, bounded rational enterprises
gradually adjust their strategy (by updating the probability of x or y) on the margin to improve their
own interests during the repetitive game process. When less satisfying states are constantly replaced
with more satisfying states, the evolutionary game eventually achieves a dynamic equilibrium under
which any individual is no longer willing to change its strategy unilaterally. The asymptotic stability
of the evolutionary game is analyzed based on the previous equations to determine whether a
stable equilibrium can be achieved and to investigate its existence condition. Assuming for any
(x0, y0)P([0,1], [0,1]) at the starting moment, there always exists a point (xt, yt)P([0,1], [0,1]) which
represents a mixed strategy set composed by the (xt, 1´ xt) of HPE players and the (yt, 1´ yt) of LPE
players at the t moment.When dx/dt = 0 and dy/dt = 0, both HPE and LPE players have no motivation
to change their probabilities of mixed strategies unilaterally. If 0 < (d ´ c)/(a – b + d ´ c) < 1 and
0 < (h ´ f )/(e – g + h ´ f ) < 1, five equilibrium points exist in the dynamics of the evolutionary game,
namely, (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), and [(d ´ c)/(a – b + d ´ c), (h ´ f )/(e – g + h ´ f )].

The next step is to analyze the stability of the preceding five equilibrium points. An equilibrium
point (x*, y*) is regarded as stable if it can automatically converge back to its original state
via replicator dynamics after any disturbance, which is also called evolutionary stable strategy.
Equations (13) and (14) are used to assess the stabilities of these game equilibrium points.
According to stability theorem of differential equations, d2x˚/dt2 < 0, d2y˚/dt2 < 0 is the sufficient
condition for the stability of equilibrium point (x*, y*). The corresponding values of the preceding five
equilibrium points are (f ´ h, c ´ d), (e ´ g, d ´ c), (h ´ f, a ´ b), (g ´ e, b ´ a), and (0, 0), respectively.
When the conditions c ´ d < 0, f – h < 0, a – b > 0, and e – g > 0 are satisfied, the equilibrium points
(0, 0) and (1, 1) are determined as stable equilibrium points, whereas the points (0, 1) and (1, 0) are
not. A fifth equilibrium point exists. However, its stability cannot be directly determined using the
value of the second derivative.

d2x
dt2 “ p1´ 2xqrpe´ f ´ g` hqy´ ph´ f qs (13)

d2y
dt2 “ p1´ 2yqrpc´ dq ´ pb` c´ a´ dqxs (14)

4.3.4. Experimental Framework Design of the Competitive Game Allocation

The SZ ETS converts the theoretical model of bounded-rationality evolutionary game to be
a relatively simple and operational mechanism of competitive game allocation, which is applied
to hundreds of its average manufacturing enterprises. The experimental framework design of the
competitive game allocation is detailed as follows:
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(1) Manufacturing enterprises covered by the SZ ETS are classified into various game groups,
according to manufacturing classification, output scale, and similarities in production activity and
emission facilities.

(2) The total amount of allowances available to a game group is set by the government, coupled
with the historical and target carbon emission intensity benchmarks of the game group. All of the
information is announced to the regulated enterprises within the group before the game starts.

(3) The minimum requirement of carbon emission intensity reduction is specified to every
enterprise according to the gap between the enterprise’s carbon intensity and the group’s benchmark
in the baseline period. The higher the historical carbon emission intensity of an enterprise is, the
tougher the requirement will be set to cut its carbon emission intensity. The enterprise that had a high
performance in its historical carbon intensity or commits a significant reduction in its carbon intensity
of the compliance period will be encouraged.

(4) An enterprise submits its emission demands and projected outputs to compete with the other
enterprises in the same group for free allowance. In each round, the distribution of allowances is
determined by the information, knowledge and strategies of all the enterprises, as well as their
interactions. The outcome is provided to the enterprises after each round to help them optimize
their strategies. It should be noted that a mechanism of stable matching is introduced in order to
accelerate the convergence of bounded-rationality evolutionary game. Moreover, the rounds of game
are devised to be finite. The enterprise that is satisfied with its allowance payoff in a round can
choose to accept it and exits from the game. However, if the enterprise is dissatisfied, it can refuse to
accept its allowance payoff in this round and competes with the other remaining enterprises in the
next round of game. However, as the cap on allowances available to the group is fixed, the amount
of allowances accepted by the enterprises is deducted and the number of allowances available for
allocation decreases with the increasing rounds of game. In the final round, the enterprises that have
yet to accept allowances can derive their allocation only from the remaining allowances. In summary,
the experimental designs of the competitive game allocation mechanism contribute to improving the
use of scattered information mastered by decentralized enterprises, and are beneficial to practice
an operation.

5. Results and Discussions of Shenzhen’s Carbon Allowance Allocation

This section presents the results of allowance pre-allocation, target carbon intensity, and
confirmed allocation of allowance under the overall plan and classification analysis. It also discusses
the effect of innovative policies on addressing the dilemma of information incompleteness and
asymmetry in the carbon allowance allocation of China, which is mainly reflected in three aspects.
The first aspect is to improve the accuracy of the future output and BAU carbon emission predictions.
The second aspect is to obtain improved information on carbon emission reduction potential.
The third aspect is to mitigate the shocks of economic fluctuation to ETS stability.

5.1. Carbon Allowance Pre-Allocation

Table 2 describes the results of the allowance pre-allocation of Shenzhen. The comparisons
among historical baseline carbon emissions, BAU carbon emissions, and annual pre-allocated carbon
allowances are also presented in the table. According to the data verified by a third party verification
institution, the average annual carbon emissions of the 635 covered enterprises, which include direct
and indirect carbon emissions, during the baseline period of 2009–2011 are 32.1 million metric tons.
The 2013–2015 average annual BAU emissions are calculated through the expectations of sector
output and carbon intensity under the BAU scenario, which are estimated to be approximately
37.6 million metric tons. Based on the pre-allocation policies discussed earlier, the average annual
allowances issued to the regulated enterprises are 34 million metric tons during the compliance period
of 2013–2015. Therefore, the amount of annual pre-allocated allowances is 6.2% higher than that of the
average annual baseline emissions and 9.5% lower than that of the average annual BAU emissions.
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On the one hand, the pre-allocation of allowances considers the carbon emission demand driven by
the rapid economic output growth during the industrialization and urbanization of Shenzhen. On the
other hand, it achieves significant carbon emission reductions compared with the BAU scenario,
which slows down the growth of urban carbon emissions in Shenzhen.

The sector structure of BAU carbon emissions is significantly different from that of the historical
baseline carbon emissions because of the difference in sector output growth and the related energy
consumption. If the grandfathering mechanism based on historical data is applied in the carbon
allowance allocation of China, then the initial allowance allocation may significantly deviate from the
actual emission situation. Some sectors may gain “windfall profit” for their capacity destructions,
whereas other sectors may bear substantial allowance shortage and emission cost burden for their
rapid output growth. The structure of pre-allocated carbon allowances is similar to that of BAU
carbon emissions, which indicates that the pre-allocation can remarkably identify the real trend of
carbon emission change in China in the near future. The growth of the average annual pre-allocation
for manufacturing enterprises is more significant than that for standardized product enterprises.
The proportion of carbon emissions of manufacturing enterprises has increased from 45.9% in
2009–2011 to 53.8% in 2013–2015. Simultaneously, the sector structure of carbon emissions within
manufacturing enterprises changes dramatically. For example, the 2013–2015 average annual BAU
emissions of the communication equipment, computer, and other electronic product manufacturing
sectors (Sector 5) are expected to be 54.8% higher than their 2009–2011 average annual baseline
emissions, whereas that of the textile, footwear and related products, and artwork manufacturing
sector (Sector 9), and the cultural, educational, sport article, and furniture manufacturing sector
(Sector 10), are 10% and 0.3% higher than their average annual baseline emissions, respectively.
The average annual pre-allocations of sector 5 achieve a 13.0% reduction compared to its BAU
emissions, but is still 34.6% higher than its average annual baseline emissions. However, the
average annual pre-allocations of Sectors 9 and 10 realize the ´9.1% reduction compared with their
BAU emissions, and are also 0.8% and 8.5% lower than their average annual baseline emissions
respectively. The pre-allocation results indicate that the competitive game contributes to motivating
manufacturing enterprises to report their expected outputs and carbon emissions truthfully, which
may help to solve the challenge of incomplete and asymmetric information on future outputs and
carbon emissions.

Table 2. Comparison of pre-allocated allowances, historic baseline emissions, and business-as-usual
(BAU) emissions by sector.

Sector

Number of
Entities

Average Annual
Baseline Emission

2009–2011

Average
Annual BAU

Emission
2013–2015

Average Annual
Pre-Allocated

Allowance
2013–2015

Rate of Change
Compared to

Baseline
Emission

Rate of Change
Compared to

BAU Emission

ea 104 t CO2 104 t CO2 104 t CO2 % %

Sector 1 8 1675 1573 1498 ´10.6% ´4.8%
Sector 2 1 9 9 9 0.3% ´4.7%
Sector 3 4 25 27 26 4.0% ´4.7%
Sector 4 1 26 41 38 46.2% ´8.3%
Sector 5 196 762 1180 1026 34.6% ´13.0%
Sector 6 160 289 385 335 16.2% ´13.0%
Sector 7 163 271 371 317 16.9% ´14.5%
Sector 8 31 38 43 39 3.4% ´9.3%
Sector 9 9 14 15 14 ´0.8% ´9.1%
Sector 10 24 34 34 31 ´8.5% ´9.1%
Sector 11 24 49 58 50 1.5% ´13.1%
Sector 12 14 15 26 22 43.8% ´13.6%

Total 635 3206 3762 3404 6.2% ´9.5%

Note. Sector 1 to 12 respectively represent the sectors of “Power generation”, “Gas distribution”, “Water
purification and supply”, “Glass”, “Communication equipment, computers, and other electronic products”,
“Electrical machinery, instruments, and equipment”, “Non-metallic mineral, chemical fiber, textile, plastic, and
rubber products”, “Paper, printing, media, and chemical products”, “Textile, footwear and related products,
and artworks”, “Cultural, educational, sports articles, and furniture”, “Food, beverage, and other related
agricultural products” and “Others”.
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5.2. Historical and Target Carbon Emission Intensity

The fundamental principle of SZ ETS is to allocate allowances based on the target carbon
intensity and actual output, with an aim to mitigate urban emission growth by cutting CO2 emitted
per unit product or output. The main objective during the pre-allocation process is to set the
target carbon intensity for each regulated enterprise. According to the pre-allocation policies
discussed earlier, the target carbon intensity of a standardized product enterprise is determined by
government-led administrative instructions, that of a large-scale manufacturing group is generated
by its one-to-one negotiation with the competent government department, and that of an average
manufacturing enterprise is formulated by its competitive game with other enterprises within the
same sector.

The comparison of historical baseline carbon intensity and target carbon intensity by sector
is presented in Table 3. The rates of carbon intensity reduction achieved during the competitive
game allocation are obviously larger than those delegated by the government, which are the ratios of
reduction from the historical carbon intensity baseline to the target carbon intensity benchmark of the
group (sector). For all the seven manufacturing sectors, the average annual target carbon intensity
of the sector committed by enterprises belonging to the sector is actually lower than its target carbon
intensity benchmark, which is set by the government before game allocation. Therefore, the results
indicate that exploring competitive game allocation significantly helps resolve the policy dilemma of
information incompleteness and asymmetry on carbon emission reduction potential. The subjective
initiative of regulated enterprises is motivated by encouraging these enterprises to participate in
the discussion process. Moreover, the use of scattered information is, to some extent, improved to
enhance the efficiency of carbon emission resource allocation.

Table 3. Comparison of historical baseline carbon intensity and target carbon intensity by sector.

Sector
Average Annual Baseline

Carbon Intensity (2009–2011)
Average Annual Target Carbon

Intensity (2013–2015) Rate of Change

t CO2/per unit output t CO2/ per unit output %

Sector 1 6.9 6.4 ´7.3%
Sector 2 167.0 156.9 ´6.0%
Sector 3 2.0 1.8 ´10.0%
Sector 4 0.8 0.7 ´12.2%
Sector 5 0.5 0.4 ´22.1%
Sector 6 1.0 0.7 ´28.5%
Sector 7 2.1 1.4 ´33.3%
Sector 8 1.0 0.7 ´24.3%
Sector 9 0.4 0.3 ´29.1%

Sector 10 1.7 1.0 ´37.9%
Sector 11 1.7 1.2 ´30.9%

Note: Per unit output for the power generation, water purification and supply, gas distribution, glass
production sectors are 104 KW¨ h electricity, 104 t water, 104 t natural gas and t glass respectively. Per unit
output for the manufacturing sectors is denoted as 104 RMB industrial added value. Sector 1 to 12 respectively
represent the sectors of “Power generation”, “Gas distribution”, “Water purification and supply”, “Glass”,
“Communication equipment, computers, and other electronic products”, “Electrical machinery, instruments,
and equipment”, “Non-metallic mineral, chemical fiber, textile, plastic, and rubber products”, “Paper,
printing, media, and chemical products”, “Textile, footwear and related products, and artworks”, “Cultural,
educational, sports articles, and furniture”, “Food, beverage, and other related agricultural products” and
“Others”.

5.3. Pre-Allocation and Confirm-Allocation of Carbon Allowances

Before the compliance period starts, allowances are issued to a regulated enterprise through
the pre-allocation procedure. When a compliance year ends, the competent government department
regulates the pre-allocation of allowances in accordance with the difference between the projected
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and actual outputs. The confirmed allocation process of allowances for an enterprise is eventually
determined by its target carbon intensity and actual output in the past compliance year.

Table 4 presents the number of pre-allocated and confirm allocated annual carbon allowances in
2013 under SZ ETS. The amount of confirmed allowances for the compliance year is approximately
30.9 million metric tons, which is 7% lower than the amount of pre-allocated allowances. At the
sector level, the number of pre-allocated allowances is reduced in six sectors and increased in six other
sectors. Therefore, the actual gross output of carbon emission and its sector structure in 2013 deviated
from the expected scenario in Shenzhen. Under EU ETS, the same deviation resulted in the crisis of
“surplus allowance” and “windfall profit”. However, under SZ ETS, the innovative post-adjustment
policy allows the allowances issued to an enterprise to be determine eventually by the actual annual
output of the enterprise. Thus, the two-step allocation procedure contributes to bufferring the shocks
of economic fluctuation to ETS stability.

Table 4. Comparison of pre-allocated and confirm-allocated carbon allowances by sector in 2013.

Sector
Pre-Allocated Allowances Confirm-Allocated Allowances Rate of Change

104 t CO2 104 t CO2 %

Sector 1 1498 1385 ´7.5%
Sector 2 9 9 ´3.1%
Sector 3 26 26 ´0.1%
Sector 4 33 24 ´26.7%
Sector 5 981 855 ´12.9%
Sector 6 325 327 0.5%
Sector 7 306 313 2.2%
Sector 8 38 40 4.9%
Sector 9 13 15 11.5%
Sector 10 30 35 16.7%
Sector 11 49 46 ´6.2%
Sector 12 21 23 10.9%

Total 3330 3097 ´7.0%

Note. Sector 1 to 12 respectively represent the sectors of “Power generation”, “Gas distribution”, “Water
purification and supply”, “Glass”, “Communication equipment, computers, and other electronic products”,
“Electrical machinery, instruments, and equipment”, “Non-metallic mineral, chemical fiber, textile, plastic, and
rubber products”, “Paper, printing, media, and chemical products”, “Textile, footwear and related products,
and artworks”, “Cultural, educational, sports articles, and furniture”, “Food, beverage, and other related
agricultural products” and “Others”.

6. Conclusions

China is the largest developing country and the largest carbon emitter in the world.
The government of China endeavors to mitigate its carbon emission growth through market-oriented
carbon ETS. Although some experiences can be gained from policy practice conducted in existing
ETSs, China still faces considerable challenges in formulating its carbon allowance allocation policy.
In 2012, a regional ETS pilot program is implemented by the Chinese government to explore the right
path toward building a nationwide carbon market in the near future. Shenzhen, as one of the ETS
pilot regions, has launched the first regional cap-and-trade ETS in China. Allowance allocation in SZ
ETS suffers from representative issues that should be addressed in the development of the national
carbon market in China. Consequently, SZ ETS is selected as the case study and its exploration to draft
an innovative allocation policy is analyzed. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows.

(1) Compared with countries with developed economies, the rapid economic growth,
consumption level update, and industrial structure transformation of China pose two significant
dilemmas in its carbon allowance allocation policy making: system complexity and information
incompleteness and asymmetry. Based on the experience of California ETS and NZ ETS, the system
complexity of the carbon allowance allocation of China can be reduced to formulate allocation policies
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specified by sectors. However, some innovative allocation policies should be explored to solve the
dilemma of information incompleteness and asymmetry in China.

(2) Adhering to the overall plan and classification analysis, SZ ETS has boldly explored the
formulation of innovative allowance allocation policies so as to address the representative issues
that confront it both in theory and in practice. A fundamental principle is to allocate carbon
allowance based on the target carbon emission intensity and actual output. In addition to this
principle, a two-step procedure that consists of pre-allocation and confirmed allocation is constructed.
The innovative post-adjustment mechanism is introduced to regulate the pre-allocation of allowances
in accordance with the difference between the projected and actual outputs. Thus, the confirmed
number of allowances is eventually determined through the actual output. Moreover, three kinds
of allocation policies are specified for different classifications of enterprises. The theory of bounded
rationality evolutionary game is introduced to address the problem of information incompleteness
and asymmetry. Under the guidance of this theory, a competitive game allocation is developed and
applied to average manufacturing enterprises.

(3) The results of the allowance allocation under SZ ETS indicate that the allocation policy
based on target carbon intensity and actual output has the potential in lowering carbon emission
growth by cutting reducing the amount of CO2 emitted per unit output. Moreover, this allocation
policy also contributes to mitigating the shocks of economic fluctuation to ETS stability. The average
annual target carbon intensity committed by enterprises within the game group is actually lower
than the target carbon intensity benchmark set up by the government. Thus, the competitive game
allocation helps to motivate the subjective initiative of regulated enterprises, and the use of scattered
information is improved to enhance the efficiency of carbon emission resource allocation.

As a “policy petri dish” for China, SZ ETS has introduced several important innovations in its
allowance allocation policy making. To a certain extent, the exploration of SZ ETS may contribute to
providing the current literature fresh ideas for improving the information efficiency of initial carbon
allowance allocation, and may also help to offer a significant reference for developing China’s national
ETS in the future. However, the development of the SZ ETS is still in its infancy; its efficiency and
effectiveness need to be proved by long-term practice. To conduct a comprehensive and thorough
impact assessment of the SZ ETS, therefore, is an important orientation for further improving and
deepening the research in the future.
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